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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
October 10, 2012 

University of South Dakota, MUC 211A 
Vermillion, South Dakota 
8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. CT 

 
MINUTES 

 
The Academic Affairs Council met in the Munster University Center Room 211A on 
Wednesday, October 10, 2012 with the following persons participating: BHSU, Rod Custer; 
DSU, Cecelia Wittmayer; NSU, Tom Hawley; SDSMT, Duane Hrncir; SDSU, Laurie Nichols; 
USD, Chuck Staben, Kurt Hackemer, and Deborah Dodge; BOR, Sam Gingerich and Sydney 
Bartunek with Daniel Palmer joining for part of the meeting. 
 

1. Agenda– Additions, Changes, and Approval  
A. No additions 

 

2. Minutes 
A. No report 

 

3. Consent Agenda Items 
A. Program Modifications 

1. No report 
 

B. Course Modifications 
1. University of South Dakota 

 USD will check on PHPH/HSC common courses –Introduction 
to Public Health 315 and Epidemiology 320.    

 The proposal will move forward to the Executive Director for 
consideration and be reported on the Interim Actions Report 
for the December Board meeting.  

C. Reports 
1. No report 

 

4. New Programs 
A. New Program Requests 

1. No report 
 

B. New Certificate Requests 
1. No report 

 

C. New Site Requests 
1. South Dakota State University  

 The proposal will move forward to November COPS/December 
BOR.  
 

D. Intent to Plan Requests 
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1. No report 
5. Policy Revision and Development 

A. Application of Board Policy 2:17 – Catalog of Graduation  
  

Sam noted that this item is a matter of reestablishing accepted academic processes. By 

section 4 of Policy 2:17, each degree seeking student is assigned a catalog of graduation 

when he/she declares a major. These catalogs are published once each year and the 

requirements for each program offered are set at that time. Students need to complete the 

requirements for that major which are published in each catalog. Sam mentioned that in 

recent years, catalogs are more commonly published electronically, which is leaving the 

impression that changes can be made at any time. Therefore, proposals to change programs 

are submitted with the expectation that the changes can take effect at the start of the next 

semester rather than with the publication of the next catalog.  

Sam stated we need to make clear which catalog the changes will take effect in. AAC 

members agreed that institutions will use the summer term of the next year as the effective 

date for programmatic requirements to be changed.  

B. Off Campus Delivery – Communication 
 

Sam stated in the past few months there have been a couple of issues that have popped up 

when campuses have submitted proposals to deliver programs off-campus. The purpose of 

this item is to think of better ways to communicate about program delivers to prevent 

issues from moving up. The issues being raised because of a lack of understanding of what 

the rules and engagement are. Sam noted that the Council should discuss at their 

institutions formal or informal things that can be encouraged on campus to avoid further 

confusion. 

Sam mentioned that Rod asked the Council to have this conversation since these issues are 

playing out in Rapid City. With the creation of the new University Center, the transition of 

what used to be to what is now needs to be figured out.  

Tom asked what institutions should be discussing with their Deans and Directors and if 

there was an action to this item. Sam noted he would frame this agenda on campus stating 

for instance, if an institution is going to start promoting their online programs in business 

by running an ad in the Sioux Falls paper, that institution should have a conversation with 

colleagues to make them aware. Further, if an institution is going to be getting a physical 

presence from which they can recruit students into their online programs, then Sam 

suggested that institutions sit down with each other to discuss how the process with play 

out.    
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Rod raised a concern on the policy level by asking what does it mean when an institution 

brings a site request to the RC Center that is actually completely distance ed, requiring no 

classes to be held at the center. Cecelia noted that the advantage the RC Center would have 

in exchange for the advertising/program brochures is increased revenue out of the GenEd 

courses offered at the center.  

Tom asked how institutions can make sure programs are complementary versus direct 

competition with each other and is there a mechanism for that. Sam noted that institutions 

should have a discussion with the advisory groups at each of the University Centers 

regarding how the environment they are operating in is changing and future steps each 

should take.  

Sam pointed out that within the Recommended Revisions to Program Approval Processes 

item going to the BOR that the main purpose is to align Board Approval with the 

HLC/USDOE definitions, which will allow institutions to demonstrate to the HLC/USDOE 

that each has required approvals for every program that is being delivered that is financial 

aid eligible. Online approval is the default, or assumed upon approval.    

C. Institutional Program Review Schedule 
 

Sam stated each campus should forward their schedule for program reviews scheduled this 

year, the status of reviews completed last year, and the extended schedule for upcoming 

reviews. Members of the Council should also send in any remaining 

administrative/procedural issues for discussion including changes to the guidelines.   

D. Printing Diplomas for Students Completing Certificate Programs 
 

Sam noted this item showed up after a student at BHSU completed a certificate program 

and, after a period of time, he asked why no diploma was provided. Currently under Policy 

2:23, guidelines were crafted stating all degrees and certificates conferred are transcripted 

so when a student completes a certificate program a record is created. However, at that 

point in time, it was decided that each institution could decide independently if a diploma 

was to be printed. The majority of campuses do not print diplomas for students who 

complete certificate programs.  

Members of the Council agreed that all campuses will print diplomas for students 

completing certificate programs and ask the registrars to develop common language. USD 

will share the wording used for the certificate diploma they currently print for students.  

E. Request for Proposal – Complete College America & Remediation 
 

Proposals should be submitted electronically to Sam by 5:00pm CT on October 22, 2012. 

The grant awards will be announced on October 31, 2012.  
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Sam mentioned as this process unfolds if all the money is not spent in the first round, there 

will be the option to come around with a second round of requests to fill those gaps. Sam 

noted as proposals get submitted, send him an email with any comments or observations 

about the process7.  

 

F. Smarter Balanced Implementation Update 
 

Sam noted that the Smarter Balanced Implementation process continues. Last week a 

working group met in Las Vegas made up of mostly K-12 representatives and one Higher 

Education representative from each governing state. The group edited a statement on 

college readiness and began discussing achievement level descriptors. Sam stated there is 

an expectation that the draft materials will be available for public review by the end of the 

month.  

Sam mentioned Smarted Balanced released some of their test items that are examples of 

those going to be used and encouraged Council members to look at the assessments, noting 

the items are more rigorous than the ACT/SAT exams.  

Sam stated an issue that needs to addressed is continuation. Both Smarter Balanced and 

PARCC are funded through September 30th, 2015 and each have to spend about $150 

million dollars between the start and end date. They are going to build complex tests and 

testing systems but there is nothing left for continuation.  

Sam noted that when it comes to the approval processes, the system’s working group is 

going to focus on the definition of college-ready. The working groups’ objective is 

identifying issues and making sure we engage them in the state. These are not the decision-

making groups from the university. Sam will make a recommendation to the group to work 

with the DOE to facilitate discussion around the state with faculty to generate thoughts on 

what college-ready should mean.  

Sam mentioned on Friday, November 9th there will an All-Presidents meeting to share and 

discuss this topic. 

 
G. Redesign of Teacher Education and Education Leadership Programs 

 
Sam noted one of the main drivers for the redesign of teacher education and education 

leadership programs are the Common Core State Standards and the Implementation of 

Smarter Balanced assessments. As this project unfolds, teachers in districts do need to be 

aware of the Common Core State Standards and Smarter Balanced assessments. The 

assessments will provide much more robust information to teachers so it will be helpful to 
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have a solid understanding. Sam stated that tied to this item is discussion about teacher 

evaluation and performance. There needs to be some commonalities with teacher 

assessment plans implemented by the districts. The recommendation included at least 50% 

or more of the assessment of teacher effectiveness needs to based on student learning. 

Through the process of redesign of the ed leadership programs, developments may also 

lead to recommendation to establish a more selective admission requirements which could 

effectively reduce enrollment.  

Sam mentioned the other item that is part of teacher ed redesign is the move to a year-long 

residency program, which is supported by research and being promoted by any number of 

professional organizations. Student admitted to a teacher ed program in Fall of 2013 will 

be required to participate in the year-long residency. Plans call for redesigned elementary 

programs to come online next year and for secondary and K-12 programs to follow a year 

later. Sam noted members of the Education Discipline Council are preparing materials 

describing this project that will be on the Board’s agenda in December. 

Sam stated that with this item the Secretary of Education is considering a rewrite of the 

rules in the near term because the requirements for approval of programs are set by the 

Department of Education and there has been discussion to include some of their changes. 

Cecelia asked if there is someone already providing the training for existing teachers on 

Common Core State Standards. Sam responded that the Department of Education is 

providing training along with partnerships all around the state. Sam noted DOE did some 

pilot training Summer of 2011 and this summer they have rolled out some full scale efforts.  

Sam mentioned issues that South Dakota has are the range of institutions that we have that 

prepare teachers and administrators in the state and the rules tend to be written to the 

lowest common denominator. Sam noted recently the Math Disciple Council had an 

interesting discussion on the math Praxis scores required to teach in South Dakota, which 

are some of the lowest required in the nation. As of now, South Dakota is one standard 

deviation higher than the highest mean so that means the required practice scores could be 

raised but that could result in students from Tribal Institutions being excluded.  

Sam posed the idea of rethinking how institutions train secondary teachers. For example, 

currently if a student is going to be a chemistry teacher, first he/she basically takes the 

chemistry curriculum, second he/she is a student teacher, and then the student is hired to 

teach. After about two or three years, the student is trying to figure out how to teach well 

using chemistry but by that time, the student has forgotten much of chemistry they used to 

know. Sam noted that in this environment many states are going to temporary license and 

then after a period of time (5 years) the teacher is given a more permanent license. If South 

Dakota assumed that idea, Sam mentioned there would be an opportunity to evaluate what 

is required to become a chemistry teacher, which would include a more foundational 
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understating of chemistry, followed by educational classes and experience, but then circle 

back to chemistry to more intentionally develop the complex theories each needs to 

understand. Chuck mentioned that Tina Keller at USD would advocate that the most 

important thing for a teacher of physics to do would be to take Intro to Physics and then 

teach the course as a teacher assistant.    

Sam noted when it comes to moving to a clinic setting, he recommends that discussion be 

started with clinic faculty in at USD because they have been working with this for a while 

now. Sam stated as far as current faculty on campus, institution can assign them to a school 

and then it’s their choice if they elect to do it or not. To a large extend programs in 

education already make great use to adjuncts creating flexibility in most of the programs. 

Sam mentioned one thing programs in education need to think about collectively is that 

institutions have faculty that have been teaching methods courses for a long time, but now 

campuses need to think about how the deans are going to decide how has primary 

responsibility and where is there going to be secondary responsibility because there 

always needs to be redundancy.  

 
H. Cooperative Agreements  

1. DSU and Shanghai Jianqiao University 
 The proposal will move to November COPS and December BOR 

as an informational item. 
 

2. SDSU and Southeast Technical Institution 
 The proposal will move to November COPS and December BOR 

as an informational item. 
 

I. Analysis of GPA Inflation (DP) 
 

Daniel provided an overview of this analysis that examines the extent to which the grade 

point average has risen over the last decade in the Regental system. The analysis is 

suggestive of an association between climbing grade point average and increasing 

academic preparedness of incoming students, as well as, more and better student services 

on campuses.  

Daniel noted several tables in the attachment including a brief summary. Table 1 shows the 

mean Fall GPA by incoming freshman over the last decade has been raising by non-trivial 

amounts. With that being said, Table 3 shows that in fact Fall GPA’s have been rising by 

0.007 points per year over that period. Although this shows a weak relationship, there is 

some apparent driver there. Next, when looking at Table 4 and Figure 1, which looks at ACT 

scores while controlling for incoming ACT scores of student, the correlation between year 

and rising GPA completely disappears. When specifically looking at the regression 
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coefficient in Table 4a next to where is says year, it shows a negative value suggesting that 

when controlling for ACT scores, the Fall GPA is actually dropping over those years.  

Further that idea can conclude that a great deal of the rise the analysis shows in Fall GPA’s 

have been accounted for by improved ACT scores from incoming freshman.  

Daniel stated that 0.007 points doesn’t seem to be like a lot but the reason it turns out to be 

statistically significant is because there are so many students in the model that takes a very 

small amount to show up. 

J. Upcoming Study: SD American Indian Perspectives on College-Going 
(DP) 
 

Daniel announced the SDBOR is in the process of setting up a series of focus groups that 

will include views of Regental American Indian students with respect to the decision to 

enroll in higher education. The focus group size will range from 5-10 students and each 

group will be asked questions related to college going such as, who encouraged you to go to 

college (family, tribe, school, etc.), what were your sources of motivation, what sort of 

barriers did you encounter when thinking about going to school, and any reasons you had 

for choosing a particular school. The study will include 8 groups total with 2 at four 

different Regental universities; BHSU, NSU, SDSU, and USD. Daniel noted the study will 

recruit through email with a $50 gift card to the university bookstore where the student 

attends. The data will be collected in November with two sessions at each campus. Sam 

noted this study ties in with the College Access Challenge Grant and is a way to find out 

more from a system perspective than known before.  

Institutions should send Daniel the names of staff members on your campus each feels 

might be best positioned to assist with building support for the project among students, as 

well as, staff members each feels should be contacted with respect to developing the 

questions used during the focus group sessions (up to three per campus). Daniel noted he 

already has an initial list of questions to be asked but if there are staff members with a 

specific interest, perspective, or question they would like to ask this group of student to 

pass those suggestions to him.  

6. Faculty Issues 
A. Negotiations Update (no materials) 

 

Additional Information for Discussion: 

Starfish Update – Sam noted the group has elected to go forward with the requirement 

that all faculty submit grades the 3rd and 8th week and that is what will be driving the grade 

reporting process. Council members should have a discussion with their Starfish 

Implementation representatives on campus.  
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Sam reminded institution to complete and send in their teams for the Ellucian project, as 

Janice is working on putting these groups together. Once the teams are created then 

meeting with the Steering Committee and Modules will begin.  

Person – Sam stated that SDBOR may have an opportunity to enter into another agreement 

that would significantly reduce the cost of MyMathLabs and provide opportunities for e-

text, as well as, other e-resources. Sam noted the issues remain similar to the last two years 

as some believe that is we cut the bookstores out of the deal that we are doing a dis-service 

to the institutions. The Pearson model is based on direct-billing which will allow students 

immediate access.  

 
 


